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and tactics. NATO special forces could accompany 
Ukrainian forces for the purpose of collecting intel-
ligence. NATO should plan for the medium term by 
storing military and medical supplies in Poland, Slova-
kia, and Romania—three of the four NATO member 
states bordering Ukraine—with the goal of organising 
a supply route into Western Ukraine, a region that is 
unlikely to be occupied by Russia. In the event of a Rus-
sian occupation, NATO special forces should become 
more directly involved in planning and possibly par-
ticipating in a covert manner in launching attacks on 
Russian forces.

Ninth, NATO should increase its supply to the 
Ukrainian armed forces of lethal military equipment, 
especially military equipment that can be used to destroy 
Russian air force planes, helicopters, and incoming mis-
siles. Secondarily, NATO should provide upfront and 
advance intelligence on Russian military movements.

Tenth, Russian information warfare and media out-
lets such as RT should be closed in every NATO and 
EU member state. YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, and 
Twitter should ban Russian disinformation outlets.

The fate of the democratic West is being decided in 
Ukraine. If the West were to allow Ukraine to be occu-
pied and transformed into a Russian satellite state resem-
bling Belarus, it would be the beginning of the end for 
NATO and the EU. Revisionist powers such as China 
and Iran would see this as a signal that the West was 
in decline. The threat to Taiwan and the three Baltic 
states would grow.

The West cannot allow Russia to destroy Ukraine’s 
sovereignty and democracy. Ukrainians made their 
choice to live in an independent state three decades 
ago and have given thousands of lives in two revolutions 
and since 2014 to join the ranks of the democratic world.
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Abstract
Putin’s Russia appeared to gain the greatest benefits from Kazakhstan’s Bloody January. Contrary to claims 
that the Kremlin’s influence in the republic is growing, I show how Russia’s relatively weak economic stand-
ing, coupled with Kazakhstanis’ changing attitudes, will seriously limit Russia’s ability to increase its geo-
political influence over Kazakhstan.

Russia’s Troop Deployment
The deployment of Russia-led CSTO troops to 
Kazakhstan in January 2022 to protect key strategic 
facilities threatened by the violent unrest and standoff 
with the loyalists of former President Nursultan Nazar-
bayev triggered a tide of commentaries about the future 
of Russia in Central Asia and Moscow’s relations with 
Kazakhstan. According to many observers, not only 
has the swift military expedition changed assessments 
of the CSTO, which was once dismissed as a symbolic 
alliance, but it has also helped the Kremlin to strengthen 

its influence in the post-Soviet space and secure the loy-
alty of Kazakhstan’s leadership to Russia. Kazakhstan 
President Kassym-Jomart Tokayev’s first foreign trip 
to Moscow following the January 2022 unrest seemed 
to support these accounts. During the February 2022 
Russia–Kazakhstan talks, President Tokayev thanked 
President Vladimir Putin and other CSTO partners for 
their support and stressed that the two countries would 
expand and deepen their bilateral cooperation.

The argument that Tokayev’s government will lose 
its political and economic autonomy to Moscow is mis-

https://www.routledge.com/Russian-Nationalism-and-the-Russian-Ukrainian-War/Kuzio/p/book/9781032043173
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guided. Kazakhstan will not become the Kremlin’s geo-
political pawn. The health of Kazakhstan’s economy, 
whose structural deficiencies precipitated the January 
2022 protests, hinges on foreign investments, with the 
bulk of foreign capital coming from Western countries 
and China. While the Russian energy companies may 
gain from a new investment policy announced by Presi-
dent Tokayev, as well as from the re-launch of the nuclear 
industry in Kazakhstan, Moscow’s lack of free-floating 
cash and sweeping economic sanctions imposed by the 
Western countries will obviate any changes to the bal-
ance of investments in Astana. Russia may retain its 
position as Kazakhstan’s primary trade partner, but its 
ability to control Astana’s commerce through the Eura-
sian Economic Union’s (EAEU) regulations will be lim-
ited by Moscow’s own economic dependence on China.

In the security realm, Kazakhstan’s robust defense 
and military cooperation with Moscow will be sustained, 
but deeper political integration with Moscow will not be 
forthcoming. The loss of autonomy to the former colo-
nial “master” will be a political liability for the Tokayev 
regime as it seeks to build legitimacy in the eyes of the 
Kazakh population. The leadership of Kazakhstan will 
therefore continue Nazarbayev’s strategy of making 
tactical concessions to Moscow while offsetting Rus-
sia’s influence by means of different balancing measures 
in the economic and security realms.

Russia in Kazakhstan’s Economy
In the first two decades following its independence, 
Kazakhstan saw spectacular economic growth. Its 
vast hydrocarbon resources and mineral wealth, rela-
tive political stability, and ambitious structural reforms 
made the republic an attractive target for foreign invest-
ments. The influx of petroleum dollars, coupled with the 
government’s effort to educate and train the country’s 
managers, engineers, and bureaucrats, helped to resusci-
tate its energy, manufacturing, and service sectors, pro-
pelling Kazakhstan to the status of an upper-middle-
income economy. Despite some attempts to diversity 
domestic production in Kazakhstan by targeting the 
food processing, telecommunications, petrochemicals, 
and pharmaceuticals sectors, the country’s economic 
growth was due to the extraction and sale of fossil fuels, 
with nearly 60 percent of the state budget coming from 
oil revenues. This made Kazakhstan’s economy suscep-
tible to fluctuations in the crude oil price and shocks in 
the global financial markets.

The 2007–2009 global financial crisis, the oil price 
plunge in 2014–2016, and the collapse of Russia’s 
economy as a result of Western sanctions revealed seri-
ous structural deficiencies in Kazakhstan’s economy. 
Since 2014, Astana’s economic growth has slowed, ine-
quality has risen, and corruption has become further 

entrenched. Some analysts speculate that the ailing econ-
omy—once a source of pride and legitimacy for Nur-
sultan Nazarbayev—led to the first Kazakh president’s 
resignation. The “anointed” successor to Nazarbayev, 
Kassym-Jomart Tokayev, assumed the presidency in 
2019 through a managed political succession. Tokayev’s 
presidency was met with rising public discontent over 
growing wealth disparities, poor labor conditions, salary 
arrears, and environmental concerns. These were exac-
erbated by the pandemic, which highlighted the peren-
nial underfunding, ineffectiveness, and corruption of 
the health system.

The immediate economic challenge facing the 
Tokayev government is to pull the country out of its eco-
nomic slump. Foreign investments have been the main 
catalyst of Kazakhstan’s growth, with the largest share 
of foreign investments having come from the West. As 
of 2022, more than 700 US companies were operating 
in Kazakhstan. Between 2005 and 2020, Kazakhstan’s 
cumulative energy investments were $161 billion, of 
which $30 billion came from the US, making the latter 
among Kazakhstan’s top three investors. Chinese invest-
ments likewise soared even before the advent of Xi Jin-
ping’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). By the end of 2019, 
Beijing had invested $29.66 billion in various sectors of 
Kazakhstan’s economy. Some 56 China-backed projects 
worth nearly $24.5 billion are slated to be completed 
by 2023. Kazakhstan has given extensive hydrocarbon 
exploration and mining rights to Chinese companies. 
The construction of the China–Central Asia gas pipe-
line allowed the republic to diversify its infrastructural 
links, which had previously been monopolized by Russia.

While Russia remains Kazakhstan’s main trading 
partner, due in large part to the structure of Astana’s 
imports, which are shaped by its EAEU membership 
(see Figures 1 on p. 12 & 2 on p. 13), China has sup-
planted it as a top export destination. Russia’s invest-
ments, which constituted between 3 and 6 percent of 
total FDI in Kazakhstan pale in comparison to Western 
and Chinese foreign capital. Moscow’s limited economic 
leverage over Kazakhstan stems from the EAEU, which 
binds its members to the operating rules of the customs 
union. Russia has pressured Kazakhstan to consent to 
the harmonized oil and gas standards within the EAEU, 
which might allow Moscow to dictate fuel prices for 
exports to China. These mechanisms could also be used 
to divert China’s gas imports from Kazakhstan to Russia. 
Under current agreements, however, trade will remain 
exempt from tariff harmonization until 2024, and Mos-
cow promised, in a joint declaration with China signed 
in 2015, to coordinate economic integration within the 
EAEU with the BRI projects.

The area where Moscow’s economic clout may 
increase in the future is nuclear energy generation. 

https://books.google.com/books?id=wEZEEAAAQBAJ&pg=PA47&lpg=PA47&dq=%22About+60+per+cent+of+the+state+budget+comes+from+revenues+from+oil+sales%22&source=bl&ots=SWk9eR9hqH&sig=ACfU3U0ayLoflHJfoH-nRqt7Zl8dZ7GNkg&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwih_4HPr4n2AhVJSjABHcwFAQgQ6AF6BAgCEAM#v=onepage&q=%22About 60 per cent of the state budget comes from revenues from oil sales%22&f=false
https://kazakhembus.com/us-relations/economic-cooperation/us-companies-in-kazakhstan
https://www.trtworld.com/magazine/how-will-western-investments-fare-in-kazakhstan-after-the-unrest-53627
http://kz.chineseembassy.org/rus/zhgx/zhgxgk/
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3162581/kazakhstan-unrest-how-will-chinas-economic-interests-be
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/energysource/by-intervening-in-kazakhstan-russia-strengthens-its-hand-in-chinas-energy-market/
http://kremlin.ru/supplement/4971
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Increased demand for electricity, coupled with the 
crumbling coal plant infrastructure and failing energy 
grid, have resulted in energy deficits and outages across 
Central Asia. Hailing the republic’s commitment to 
achieving carbon neutrality by 2060, the Tokayev gov-
ernment has moved to revitalize the nuclear energy 
sector in Kazakhstan. Russia’s Rusatom will train the 
republic’s nuclear power engineers and may build the 
first nuclear plant in Kazakhstan. If implemented, the 
nuclear energy project will entail minor changes to the 
national accounts of Kazakhstan. The Tokayev gov-
ernment is well aware that the country needs Western 
investments for its economic growth. Any shift in its 
geo-economic orientation will be detrimental to eco-
nomic stability in Kazakhstan.

Kazakhstan’s Security Cooperation with 
Moscow
In the defense, security, and military sectors, Kazakhstan 
has maintained its strongest ties to Russia, and this is 
unlikely to change. Long before the January 2022 events, 
Moscow and Astana inked a new bilateral military coop-
eration agreement that replaced an outdated 1994 deal. 
Signed by the Russian and Kazakh defense ministers in 
October 2020 and ratified by the countries’ parliaments 
in 2021, the new agreement formalized the multi-faceted 
defense, military, and security cooperation that involves 
nearly every aspect of their security policies and related 
activities: joint military exercises within the CSTO and 
SCO frameworks, the production and sales of military 
weapons and technology, professional military educa-
tion and training, the sharing of military facilities and 
installations, and sending peacekeeping troops for UN-
led missions. Russia’s influence on the region’s security 
has been seen favorably by Beijing. Russia’s stabilizing 
measures help protect Chinese investments and its secu-
rity posture in the region reinforces defense and mili-
tary cooperation between Moscow and Beijing, includ-
ing through joint CSTO-SCO exercises and training.

While close security and military ties with Moscow 
remain in Kazakhstan’s interests, its government has 
also endeavored to diversify its strategic partners and 
resisted Moscow’s attempt at greater political integration 
using security and economic cooperation as a spring-
board. In 1994, the same year that Kazakhstan signed 
its first military cooperation agreement with Moscow, 
it joined the NATO Partnership for Peace Program; it 
has collaborated in the areas of counter-terrorism and 
emergency response through the Kazakhstan–NATO 
Individual Partnership Action Plan since 2006. Under 
this program, Kazakhstan has hosted the annual Steppe 
Eagle military exercises with NATO and regional part-
ners sponsored by the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff and car-
ried out by the U.S. Central Command. Washington 

has maintained robust security cooperation with Astana 
and discussions are underway to extend it through 2027. 
Kazakhstan has also maintained security cooperation 
with other NATO members. In October 2021, it signed 
a plan for cooperation in peacekeeping, military train-
ing, and naval affairs with Italy, and agreed to buy offen-
sive drones from Ankara.

There is little indication that the Tokayev govern-
ment will cut its strategic ties with its Western partners, 
notwithstanding Russian diplomats’ suggestions to the 
contrary. Kazakhstan has not accused the West of stir-
ring up the January unrest, a narrative professed by Rus-
sia. Moreover, President Tokayev was quick to declare 
the CSTO mission complete. These moves reflect the 
Kazakh government’s understanding that getting too 
close to Russia and cutting its ties with the West risks 
upsetting the people. This is something Tokayev would 
not risk, given that he needs to win public support and 
legitimize his rule in the eyes of the general population.

Public Opinion and the Future of 
Kazakhstan–Russia Relations
For the first two years of his presidency, Tokayev oper-
ated in the shadows of the first president, Nursultan 
Nazarbayev. The duumvirate government arrangement 
made it difficult to separate the accomplishments (and 
failures) of the Nazarbayev government from those of 
his successor. As a consequence, when Tokayev emerged 
as solo leader of Kazakhstan he could claim little polit-
ical capital and legitimacy independent from the leg-
acy of the “Father of the Nation.” This lack of popular 
legitimacy, in turn, has made Tokayev more vulnerable 
to sentiments, opinions, and attitudes in the broader 
population.

The majority of Kazakhstanis continue to hold a pos-
itive opinion of Russia. According to the Central Asia 
Barometer, 87 percent have a favorable view of Mos-
cow and 88 percent support closer relations with their 
northern neighbor. Yet these positive views are neither 
extreme nor exclusive of positive attitudes toward other 
countries; they are also constantly changing. Younger 
Kazakhstanis are less likely to identify as Russophiles. 
The growing number of Muslim voices are furious about 
the clout of the Orthodox Church in Kazakhstan, while 
the nationalist groups have been pushing against Rus-
sia-centric curricula in public education. Kazakhstani 
society consists of more ethnic Kazakhs than Russians 
and the Russian language has been gradually supplanted 
as a lingua franca in Kazakhstan. All in all, national 
consciousness and identification with national interests 
has become a stronger vector in Kazakhstan’s foreign 
relations with Russia. While a sense of shared histori-
cal experiences and perceptions of Russia’s modern-day 
accomplishments at home drive the positive attitudes 

https://kz.usembassy.gov/ru/us-kz-21st-century-joint-statement-ru/
https://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/mod/press/news/details/297581?lang=ru
https://www.gov.kz/memleket/entities/mod/press/news/details/272429?lang=ru
https://www.dailysabah.com/business/defense/kazakhstan-buys-3-turkish-aerospace-made-anka-ucavs-report
https://thediplomat.com/2022/02/russian-ambassador-to-kazakhstan-says-us-nato-steppe-eagle-exercise-will-no-longer-fly/
https://www.ponarseurasia.org/love-with-nuances-kazakhstani-views-on-russia/
https://www.ponarseurasia.org/love-with-nuances-kazakhstani-views-on-russia/
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of Kazakhstanis toward Moscow, the Kremlin’s aggres-
sive adventurism in Ukraine, Putin’s assertions about 
the malleability of the Soviet borders, and the conse-
quences of sanctions on Moscow will alter these assess-
ments, incentivizing Kazakhstan’s citizens to pressure 
their government to keep its distance from Russia.

Conclusion
By relying on CSTO intervention for regime reinforce-
ment, President Tokayev has fallen into Moscow’s power 
grip, according to many analysts. Yet Kazakhstan’s eco-
nomic imperatives, elites’ orientation, and public sen-
timent present serious obstacles to the country’s further 
drift into the Russian orbit of influence. While the pro-
spect of the deployment of Russia-led troops in support 

of the regime might deter future palace coups, prevent 
defections among the security forces, and limit the suc-
cess of mass demonstrations, it will not suffice to offset 
the strategic balance of economic and security interests 
that has been built in Kazakhstan to date.

The Russian aggression against Ukraine will have 
serious consequences for Moscow, limiting its ability to 
project security and economic influence in Kazakhstan 
in the future. In a first clear sign of distancing its gov-
ernment from the Putin regime, the Tokayev cabinet 
turned down a request for Kazakhstani troops to join the 
Russian offensive in Ukraine. Additionally, Kazakhstan 
refused to recognize the Russia-backed statelets in 
Ukraine’s Donbass region.
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Figure 1: Kazakhstan’s Exports (bln. USD)
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Figure 2: Kazakhstan’s Imports (bln. USD)
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